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Regular Meeting for April 

Greg Hatton on  
“Oregon Rivers, Drift Boats, and Steelhead” 

 

 

Upcoming Programs and Events: 
 
Tuesday April 2

nd
, 7pm.  Regular meeting at Jack’s 

Gourmet.  Greg Hatten, Oregon Outfitter & Guide, will 

present on “Oregon Rivers, Drift Boats, and Steelhead,” 
three things he is passionate about.  The "context" for 
the region is set by discussing the "rivers", which are 
pretty big water with lots of rapids and big waves that 
flow as tributaries into bigger rivers and/or the Pacific 
Ocean.  His talk will then turn to the boats that evolved in 
the 40's and 50's to run those kinds of rivers and provide 
fishermen with a stable platform to fish from - the 
McKenzie Style Drift Boat.  Last, and most fun, he'll talk 
about the Steelhead of the Pacific - which are pretty 
unique and crazy fish to pursue on a fly.  Most fly 
anglers consider it one of the most challenging fresh 
water game fish to catch on a fly & Greg would totally 
agree with that.  His boat and other fly fishing equipment 
will be on display.  Check out some of his clips at 
http://www.thewoodenboatadventures.com/ 
 
Saturday April 20

th
. Introductory Level Water Quality 

Monitoring Workshop in Columbia (Stream Team), 
register by April 3

rd
.  Find out about Missouri bugs that 

trout eat. 
 
Saturday April 6, 1pm Fly Fishing Film Tour comes to 
RagTag Theater in Columbia, doors open at noon.  

Over a dozen inspiring fly fishing clips will be shown; 
trailers can be viewed at www.thef3t.com.    Lots of 
merchandize given away at the tour!  Advance tickets 
($15) can be purchased from Scott Gerlt, Jeff Trigg or 
online at www.thef3t.com.  
 
Tuesday May 7

th
, 7pm.  Regular meeting at Jack’s 

Gourmet.  Bob Sappington on “West Slope Cutthroats, 
Cheap and Easy”; the Coeur D'Alene River in Idaho 
 
Tuesday June 4

th
, Hot Dog BURN at Gordon Shelter, 

Stephens Lake Park, 5:30.  Hot dogs provided.  Please 

bring a side dish.   

 
Mid-MO TU Members help kids at 
Jake's Day Event 
 

I want to personally thank Jon Rapp and Michael Riley 
for their efforts in teaching kids the finer points of fly 
fishing at the 2012 NWTF Jake's Day event. There were 
over 40 kids in attendance last year and John and 
Michael helped several catch fish on Bob Hook tied 
bluegill flies of course while I demonstrated the art of 
tying flies.  I tied some pretty interesting looking wooly 
buggers that day as I would let the kids pick out the 
colors to use. 
 
 The 2013 NWTF Jake's Day Event will be held Saturday 
June 8th. Unfortunately, I have commitments which will 
prevent me from participating on that day. I'm looking for 
someone to volunteer to help coordinate the TU efforts 
related to that event which really is not much other than 
making sure a few guys like Jon and Michael show up. If 
you are interested in helping with this event please let 
me know. 
 
In case you are wondering, a NWTF Jake's day event, is 
an event sponsored by the National Wild Turkey 
Federation where the focus is on youth and education on 
outdoor related activities. Just so you know the term 
Jake represents a juvenile Turkey. 
Please send me an e-mail or give me a call if you can 
help with the 2013 event. dean.rapp@gmail.com or 573-
268-5050. 

 
Stream Team Report March 7th, Little 
Piney 
 
While layers of snow persisted in Columbia, the MMTU 
stream team headed south to the Little Piney, where 
afternoon temperatures climbed into the 50’s and 
residue snow was hard to locate.  Milton Barr, Bill 
Lamberson, Michael Riley and John Wenzlick made the 
rendezvous.  The water was clear and the algae 
absence.  Flows were appreciable better than last fall 
during the drought, having rain significantly some two 
weeks prior.  The water quality of the Little Piney 
remains good.  As is typical for the Little Piney, we found 
numerous gilled snails and mayflies (with isonychia 
predominating), several caddis, and an occasional 
crayfish, crane fly, fish fly, hellgrammite, stonefly, or 

http://www.thewoodenboatadventures.com/
http://www.thef3t.com/
http://www.thef3t.com/


dragonfly.  This survey yielded multiple watersnipes, our 
first waterpenny and our largest caddis (western sized) 
hiding in a stick (it finally crawled out!).   
 
We fished briefly before returning home.  I managed my 
first small mouth from the Little Piney just below the Vida 
slab.  The feisty little fellow headed up stream in fast 
water.  He’ll break somebody’s tippet some day.  Hope 
you will consider coming along with us for our next 
stream team survey this fall.  It’s always interesting. 
 

 

 
My First Sighter  
  
I love nymph fishing and feel so blessed that I had the 
opportunity to attend the George Daniels lecture this 
past weekend. If you missed the lecture then don't miss 
out on the opportunity to get his book titled "Dynamic 
Nymphing Techniques" which is now selling on Amazon 
for $26.37 and free shipping. 
 
George demonstrated his use of a sighter or what some 
may know as a Curly Q. Essentially this sighter is a 
piece of high vis monofilament that has been formed in 
the shape of a slinky and is attached between your 
leader and your tippet.  When the fish strikes the sighter 
starts to straighten and you set the hook. 
 
It might be worth noting that George suggested the use 
of tippet rings at the end of the sighter to make it easier 
to change out tippet material.  I immediately ordered 
mine from e-bay.  They have arrived but this thing called 
work has prevented any testing. 
 
Apparently you can buy sighters but George shared his 
techniques for making them. It is a rather simple 
process, you wrap the line around a 1/4" dowel rod 
(about 8-12 wraps), secure the ends (George used duct 
tape), boil the dowel rod with line attached for 12 
minutes and then place in the freezer immediately. 
Leave them in the freezer over night and when you 
remove them from the freezer leave the line on the 
dowels until your ready to use them. You want the curl to 
be extra curly. 
 

I've made 5 sighters using the basic information above. 
For a dowel rod I used the dowel pins used to 
secure/build furniture. This saved me time cutting a 
dowel down to size and they don't cost any more than a 
dowel rod. I replaced the use of duct tape with a #5 
rubber O ring but any rubber ring with a 1/4" inside 
diameter would work. I ran about 6 inches of line through 
the O ring, slipped the O ring with line running through it 
over the dowel, then wrapped 8-12 wraps around the 
dowel, cut the line with about a 6 inch tag, slipped a O 
ring over the line and up on to the dowel, I then pushed 
the two O rings towards each other and tightened the 
line wraps up. From there it was simply boil and freeze. 
 
I have them made now it is just finding time to fish them. 
 
I appreciate those that let me know they enjoyed last 
months tip. If you have a tip or technique you would like 
to share please let us know, we'd love to publish it in the 
newsletter. – Dean Rapp 

 
CASTING CORNER ©2013 by Gary 
Eaton, FFF Master Casting Instructor      
 
Critical Concepts Reinforced Through Two-Handed (Spey) 
Casting – Weaker instructors compromise their pupils’ potential 
for excellence by trying to oversimplify their instruction. This 
poor foundation eventually needs to be unlearned by the 
student in order to overcome inherently limited casting skills and 
become capable of seizing those great, once-in-a-lifetime 
angling opportunities. The importance and value of these real-
world examples should cement the worthlessness of teaching 
flawed techniques under the heretical banner of “simplification”. 
For instance, if we taught primary school students that eight 
plus eight plus eight equal more than twenty, then in middle 
school we taught them that three times eight was less than 
thirty – would this asserted “simplification” in any way serve 
their potential to master algebra? - Of course not! 
 
Likewise instruction in low-capacity presentation skills 
introduces awful habits that the under-skilled student eagerly 
shares with unsuspecting novices. Pretty soon whole 
populations of marginally educated anglers cannot perform the 
equivalent of generating a crisp “twenty-four” to the arithmetic 
analogy above. So-called “simplification” begets hordes of 
mediocrity. 
 
Mediocrity manifests in such common situations as:  
 
- “It was too windy, today, to cast a fly” (I seldom fish in calm 

and I often practice in wind). 

- “Ken got a new expensive rod, so I’m getting one to 

improve my casts” (This doesn’t work for golf clubs either). 

- “I’ve been working out with weights for six months so I can 

Roll Cast further” (I helped a sixty-pound, ten-year-old 

develop a smooth Roll Cast to sixty-five feet in 2012). 

- “That double-haul looks so cool! I think I’ll start doing that 

to impress my buddies” (Hauls applied on top of faulty 

fundamentals create greater danger and more complicated 

tangles). 

- “I cast all the way to the fish I catch” (Usually associated 

with stocked fisheries and ample targets). 

- “I use a camouflage line with a thinner tip to keep from 

alarming fish” (In floating line, color fails to impair the take 

by large, wary fish when casting presentation is flawless 



AND Greater stealth derives from line with enough mass to 

easily straighten a longer leader above the surface, than 

from any daintiness of fly line). 

- “You must use 7x Fluorocarbon tippet to fool any 

respectable fish, here” (Fluorocarbon carries advantages 

and disadvantages but, presentation skill trumps 

overreliance on materials). 

- “My soft-tip rod keeps me from breaking-off fine tippet at 

hook-set even though my casts have to stay pretty short 

because I can’t throw tight loops with the slow rod”  

 

(A good workman never blames his tools for the outcome).  

Time for some reality therapy! 

 

Developing a curriculum to teach a few Spey casts for so-called 

“switch-rods”, I reviewed my notes from classes taught to me by 

fellow master’s Chris King, Way Yin, Rick Williams, Al Buhr, 

Bob Middo, Kirk Eberhard, Jason Borger, Tom White and 

others. I also analyzed Roll-Cast and Two-Handed video from 

notables like John & Amy Hazel, Topher Brown, Greg Pearson, 

Deke Meyer, Dec Hogan, Simon Gawesworth, Mike Maxwell, 

and Tom White. The single most obvious advantage used to 

generate long Roll Casts appeared as extremely delayed 

rotation. Though most observers find watching the perpetuating 

casting loops mesmerizing, the important stuff happens 

between the casters hands and the rod tip.  

Two hands grasping the rod on forward casts, drives the reel 
below the level of the elbow prior to any rotation of the rod. The 
firm grip of the lower hand pulling the rod into final rotation also 
inherently limits rotation, firmly stopping the rod tip after 
surprisingly little arc. Way Yin and Tom White best portray the 
smooth transition of Tom Deck’s “slide down the wire” 
translation movement to purposeful power application 
generating rod load within crisp rotation.  
 
I enjoyed teaching a casting class with Charlie Reading a 
couple of years ago during which we agreed that the Roll Cast 
must be considered one-half of the overhead cast. The optimum 
forward overhead-cast motion ideally mimics this smooth, 
controlled Roll Cast stroke. Charlie also emphasizes that the 
caster has to solidly feel the loading of the rod during the 
casting stroke. In my opinion, preventing too fast an initiation of 
the casting stroke, among other factors, enhances appreciation 
of that feel. Two-handed casting embeds this as the visual 
reference point becomes the fly line anchor in front of the rod 
hand, so the feel of the longer-rod loading impacts the 
experience of the student applying Spey techniques.  
As the two-hands grasp the same stick, excess rotation seems 
more awkward than the power-enhancing stop that occurs 
naturally high, in front of the caster. So loops tighten as the stop 
improves transfer of energy from rod to loop. The 
oversimplification that “fly line goes where the rod tip goes” 
never rings so false as when wielding a Skagit two-hander, or 
single-hand casting a shooting head or sink-tip. More correctly, 
“Rod tip path dictates loop performance”.  
 
A hallmark of well-executed casts remains the complete urnover 
of long leaders in excess of fifteen feet. Spey casters snap 
power through twenty-plus feet leaders with encouraging 
regularity. Chasing larger saltwater species, many tournament 
winners like to unroll twenty-five foot leaders above the surface 
to enhance presentation at distances over seventy-feet. Though 
larger flies impart value to an oval cast with the back cast plane 
and forward cast plane aligning differently, this can still lead to 
impressive tracking and powerful casts with single-handed rods 
in single-digit line weights. In the fabulous video Zero-2-Hero, 

Brad Bohen relentlessly casts flawless loops carrying huge 
streamers until he lands the world record, forty-six inch Musky, 
in September of 2010. Impressive as the record remains, the 
part that interested me was the powerful loops generated by 
Brad’s elegant casts that match the descriptions made in this 
article. He used brightly-colored line, massive flies, and stout 
leaders – so appreciating the casting stroke seems visually 
easy. 
 
Repeating myself, techniques used to straighten longer leaders, 
deliver larger terminal tackle and fight wind remain identical to 
the skills demanded of distance competition. These all arise 
from a solid, single-hand casting stroke emphasizing delayed 
rotation controlled to a firm stop. 
  
Hauling often serves as a crutch for deficient one-hand cast 
mechanics. Excessive rotation, especially early in the cast, still 
represents the most common casting error and the most 
embedded bad-habit I encounter in students trying to shed a 
defective style while readying for Alaska Salmon or saltwater 
flats adventures. Fly must land first; Delay rotation - No 
Excuses!  
 
My instruction, alone, will not improve your fly casting; 
practicing well & often, that which you have learned, is 
required. - Gary Eaton, FFF Master Certified Casting 
Instructor - doubledok@gmail.com      

 

George Daniel Event 
 
The snow dissipated on the Saturday George Daniel made his 
presentations.  Afterwards we were eager to try some 
techniques discussed.  Dynamic nymphing has been around for 
long time, and is known by other names like high-stick or Czech 
style nymphing.  This presentation technique works well for 
rather short distances and short drifts in fast turbulent water to 
get the flies down.  George described modern refinements in 
the leader systems, including how to make your own coil 
indicator.  He discussed tradition suspension systems, best 
used for longer distances and longer drifts on more uniform 
water.  He discussed novel techniques to make a dry fly 
momentary sink and reemerge abruptly.  George described the 
benefits of fishing streamers upstream.  George was a wealth of 
information.  Between presentations George answered 
numerous questions from anglers.  It was a delight to have 
been there.   Michael Riley reporting. 
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Mid-Missouri TU Chapter Officers for 2012-2014  

  
President Michael Riley 573-817-0631 Cross Currents, the Mid-Missouri Chapter of Trout 

Unlimited newsletter, has a circulation of 
approximately 300. Regular chapter meetings are 
held on the first Tuesday of each month, except 
for July and August. The regular meeting place is 
the Wine Room at Jack’s Gourmet Restaurant, 
located on East Business Loop I-70 across from 
the east tide Westlakes Hardware in Columbia, 
MO. June meeting is at Bethel Park. Meeting time 
is at 7p.m., but come early to chat and eat. Board 
meeting before hand. 

  
Internet:          www.tu.org 
                          www.midmotu.org 
Email:               rileym@missouri.edu 
Newsletter:    hancock.denis@gmail.com 

Past President Dean Rapp 573-268-5050 
Vice-president Scott Gerlt 573-875-2033 
Secretary Tony Warren  
Treasurer John Meyer  

Membership 
Web Editor 

Jim Washabaugh 573-893-3807 

Member-at-large open  
Banquet 
  

John DeSpain 573-817-0631 

Resource open  

Program Scott Gerlt 573-875-2033 
Conservancy Sam Potter 

Bill Lamberson 
 

Newsletter Editor Denis Hancock 573-442-3670 (home) 
573-999-3848 (cell) 

 
One of our significant costs is printing and mailing this newsletter.  If you are willing to accept it by 
email, more of MMTU monies can be spent on conservation.  Just send your email to 
rileym@missouri.edu to make the switch. 
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